
                

                                                                                                               

                                                                                                         

 

*The Packard Bell Maestro 235DLbd features a VGA port + a DVI port. 
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Packard Bell brings you its new 23-inch Maestro 235DL 
Open your eyes and enjoy Full HD visuals without limits 

 

 

• Sleek and ultra-slim design at just 17.6 mm 

• 5 ms response time  

• 23” Full HD screen for multimedia enjoyment  

• Environmentally friendly 

 

 
With the new Packard Bell Maestro 235DL series and its 23-inch display, sit back and enjoy stunning 
visuals as they should be. With its stylish design, the Packard Bell Maestro 235DL series looks 
appealing even when switched off. 

 

Sleek design for that special touch 

The new Packard Bell Maestro 235DL is pleasing to the eye. With its stylish and sleek design it looks 
appealing even when turned off and the curved finish on the base will give a classy touch to any 
interior. Its dimensions (509 x 287 mm) and panel, at just 17.6 mm thick, allow it to fit perfectly into any 
décor. 

Featuring a 16:9 widescreen display, the Packard Bell Maestro 235DL is ideal to use as a PC 
monitor, but is also capable of displaying HD video content from HD devices such as Blu-ray™ disc 
players, HD camcorders and TV-sets thanks to the DVI port*. 

 

Multimedia enjoyment in Full HD 

Your favourite movies have never looked better and you will truly feel part of the latest video games as 
you enjoy the vibrant, crisp and clear visuals brought to you thanks to Full HD 1920 x 1080 resolution. 
With up to 100,000,000:1 dynamic contrast, rapid 5 ms response time, VGA and DVI with HDCP 
connectivities*, the Packard Bell Maestro 235DL series is perfect for all your multimedia enjoyment.  

 

Eco-friendly performance 

Designed to perform every task to perfection, the Packard Bell Maestro 235DL won’t let you down 
while running your applications and will bring its special touch to every situation. 

Eco-friendly, the mercury-free LED panel uses up to 68% less power than other similar LCDs. It meets 
the stringent Energy Star 5.0 power-saving standards, ensuring reduced pollution and lower bills, so 
you can relax and take full advantage of your all the style and visual power of the Packard Bell 
Maestro 235DL with complete peace of mind.  



 

 

Price and availability  

The Packard Bell Maestro 235DL will be available on shelves from May 2012.  

Availability may vary according to countries. 

 

°°°°° 
 
 

About Packard Bell 

Packard Bell pioneered the use of the PC in the home, taking an office tool and turning it into a friendly, 
indispensable feature of today's modern home. Stylish products with cool features, accessible to everyone, are 
the hallmarks of the brand - a unique combination that no other brand in the European market offers today. In 
2008, Taiwan-based Acer Inc. acquired Packard Bell. In 2009, the Acer Group fully benefited from its multi-brand 
strategy, establishing itself as the second-largest PC company in the world and as the number two worldwide 
notebook vendor. Within the Acer Group, Packard Bell strives to design environmentally friendly products and 
establish a green supply chain through collaboration with suppliers. 

For more information, please visit www.packardbell.com. 
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Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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Acer / Packard Bell HQ 
Véronique Cosatti 

  

 Acer / Packard Bell HQ 
Véronique Cosatti 
Bât K – Parc des Reflets – Paris Nord 2  

165, avenue du Bois de la Pie  

95940 Roissy Charles de Gaulle Cedex  

E-mail : veronique.cosatti@packardbell.com 

 

 


